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Question 1: Optimisation                                                                        [15] 
 
1.1 A mining company operates two mines, A and B. It costs the company R8000 per day to operate 
mine A and R12000 per day to operate mine B. Each mine produces ores of high, medium, and low 
qualities. Mine A produces 0.5 tons of high-grade ore, 1 ton of medium-grade ore and 3 tons of low-
grade ore per day. Mine B produces 1 ton of each grade of ore per day. The company has contracted to 
provide local smelters with a minimum of 9 tons of high-grade ore, 12 tons of medium-grade ore, and 18 
tons of low-grade ore per month.                                                                                                      (8) 
 
Task Answers 
State the primal problem.  
 
List the equations of the constraints.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Determine the feasible region and 
indicate by means of an appropriate 
figure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Indicate the solutions for the corner 
points. 
Corner point         Combinations                  Solution 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What is the best solution?  
 
 
1.2 Zipno Timbers is a company that operates in a highly competitive market where supporting-logs for 
the mining industry are produced. These logs are sold to the various gold mines. There are about 12 
similar firms to Zipno in a radius of 150 km. The management of Zipno is locked into a strategic process 
where decisions have to be made on possible capacity extensions in the near future.  They have 
acquired the services of a strategist and in her report she has indicated the following:                   (7) 
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(1) If Zipno Timbers should expand and the other producers should also expand all firms (including 
Zipno) will probably experience a decrease of about R4m in profits for the year. 
(2) If Zipno Timbers should expand and the other firms in the market should not expand, Zipno 
Timbers will probably increase its profits by R8m. The profit levels of the other firms will remain 
unchanged. 
(3) If the other firms increase capacity (and Zipno refrains from expanding capacity), they would 
probably increase their profits by about R6m for the year while the profit position of Zipno 
Timbers remains unchanged. 
(4) If no firm increases capacity in the industry, the profit position of all firms will remain 
unchanged (change is R0m). 
 
Task Answer 
Draw the payoff matrix. 
(Place Zipno on the 
horizontal-axis and other 
firms on the vertical-
axis. Plot the R values in 
the payoff matrix) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Does Zipno have a 
dominant strategy? If your 
answer is yes indicate the 
dominant strategy. 
 
Do the other firms have a 
dominant strategy? If your 
answer is yes indicate the 
dominant strategy. 
 
Is there Nash equilibrium. 
If your answer is yes, 
indicate the Nash 
solution(s) 
 
What is the solution of the 
game? Indicate the 
payoffs. 
 
Is there a prisoner’s 
dilemma? 
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Question 2: The firm and the input base                                                                        [20] 
 
2.1 Assume the following figure and ring the correct options.                                                               (4)                                                                            
 
 
 
 
Curve TU3 represents the [highest or lowest level] of satisfaction for a society and it [is possible or 
not possible] to attain TU3 given the trade-off between current consumption and future consumption. 
The slope 1+r indicates [the price of consumption today to the price of consumption tomorrow or 
price of future consumption to the price of consumption today]. It simply means that [reducing 
consumption by one unit today will permit consumption of 1+r units tomorrow or increasing 
consumption by one unit today will permit less consumption of 1+r units tomorrow]. At point E 
the rate of return (r) is [positive or negative]. The rate of return at point d will be [higher or lower] 
compared to the rate of return at point E but the society’s level of satisfaction will be [higher or lower] 
compared to point E. TU1 represents a [higher or lower] level of satisfaction for society.  
 
2.2 Indicate which of the following statements are correct/incorrect (mark with an X).                   (2) 
 
Statement Correct Incorrect 
1. A risk adverse decision maker will tend to use a lower discount rate.   
2. Higher discount rates should result in smaller present values.   
3. A positive net present value is an indication that the discount rate is 
less than the internal rate of return of the capital project. 
  
4. Assume a discount rate of 15%. A net present value of zero is a 
clear indication that the internal rate of the capital project is also equal 
to 15%. 
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2.3 Assume the following figure and answer the questions below.                                                     (5) 
 
 
 
Task Answer 
Explain briefly why MFC is horizontal to the 
variable input-axis.  
 
 
 
 
 
Explain briefly how the MRP-values are 
determined. 
 
 
 
 
What is the equilibrium condition that the firm 
needs to apply when deciding on the number of 
the variable input to employ? 
 
Assume PN1. If the firm applies the equilibrium 
condition what is the profit/loss position for the 
firm. (economic profit or normal profit or economic 
loss) 
 
At what employment level and marginal factor cost 
level will the firm realize normal profits? 
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2.4 The following figure represents a situation where a firm is converting from an exhaustible to a 
renewable resource. Explain briefly when and how the conversion will occur.                               (5) 
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2.5 Assume an isoquant map where capital is denoted on the vertical axis and labour on the horizontal 
axis. Answer the following questions.                                                                                                   (4) 
 
Question Answer 
What kind of capital/labour ratio would represent the technological defined 
least capital intensive alternative? (lowest or highest) 
 
What will happen to MRTS if more units of labour are employed? (increase 
or decrease) 
 
What will happen to the ratio of the marginal products if more units of 
capital are employed? (increase or decrease) 
 
The slope of the iso-cost line is equal to the ratio of the two input prices. 
How would you state this particular ratio in equation format? 
 
Would long-run average cost increase or decrease when increasing 
returns to scale is experienced? 
 
Assume that the cost of the capital input decreases, ceteris paribus. What 
would happen to the equilibrium MRTS? (increase or decrease)  
 
Assume that you are employing more units of capital. What impact would 
this have on the MRTS? (smaller or bigger) 
 
Will the slope of the isoquant be relatively flat or steep if the elasticity of 
substitution of the firm is high? 
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Question 3: Consumer behaviour                                                                                                      [20] 
 
3.1 Assume good B is measured on the vertical axis and good A on the horizontal axis. Assume further 
that the price-consumption curve is upward-sloping to the right if the price of good A decreases. Answer 
the questions that follow.         (6) 
Question Answer 
1. In this case, will the price elasticity of demand be (>1 or <1 or =1 
or negative)? 
 
2. Will the cross price elasticity be (positive or negative or =1)?  
3. Are these two products (complements or substitutes or 
unrelated) 
 
4) Which part of the demand curve is represented in this case? The 
(top half or midpoint or bottom half)? 
 
5) Will an increase in the price of good A cause an increase or a 
decrease in the TR for the firm? 
 
6) Did the expenditure on good A increase or decrease?  
 
3.2 Philip Nelson identified 3 different types of goods for which advertising serves different purposes 
namely search goods, experience goods and credence goods. Match the following statements 
regarding these goods’ characteristics and effects of advertising on them.    (3) 
 
Question Answer 
(type of good) 
1. Type of good that can benefit from “hit-and-run” advertising tactics.  
2. The good whose quality can be judged at time of purchase.  
3. A good for which an incentives (excess profits) exists for suppliers to 
use advertising to transmit false information to consumers. 
 
4. The good for which misleading advertisements will not win many 
customers. 
 
5. The good for which the quality is difficult to evaluate both before and 
after purchase. 
 
6. The good whose advertising messages contain indirect information that 
stresses the identity and reputation of the brand name. 
 
 
3.3 Assume that UJ embarks on an ongoing campaign to attract as many students as possible. The 
advertisements however, only reach a fraction of potential students in the first period of advertising. This 
fraction (f) amounts to 20% of the total market. Some of the potential students, who were informed, lose 
information between periods (b). These students amount to 5%. Determine the proportion of potential 
students that will eventually be informed. Show all your calculations.    (2) 
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3.4 Assume coffee is measured on the vertical and tea on the horizontal axis. Assume further that the 
price of tea decreases. Derive the income and substitution effects of the decrease in the price for tea 
(which is regarded as a normal product). Draw a fully-annotated figure and answer the questions that 
follow.           (6)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Question Answer 
Is the income effect positive or negative  
Is the substitution effect positive or negative?  
Is the income elasticity coefficient positive or negative  
Which effect is greatest? The income or substitution effect?  
 
3.5 Use the “Profit maximisation and advertising approach” to explain the impact on the level of 
advertising if the following variables change. Indicate whether the optimal advertising budget will 
increase, decrease or stay unchanged.        (3) 
 
Change in variable Impact on optimal advertising 
(increase, decrease, unchanged) 
Ageing of production technology  
A decrease in (Δλ/Δa)  
An increase in the total market size  
An increase in the cost of advertising (Pa)  
An increase in the MCP  
An increase in the number of advertisements  
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Question 4: Economic efficiency        [15] 
 
4.1 Consider the following figure relating to allocation rule 1 in terms of efficiency in production. Answer 
the questions that follow.           (6) 
 
Question  Answer 
1. From which curve (that shows all efficient combinations of K&L that two 
firms can choose to produce 2 products) is the PPF derived? 
 
2. Write the equation of the slope of the production possibility frontier (PPF) 
in terms of the marginal cost of the two products.  
 
3. The shape of the PPF indicates that increases in luxuries output will 
eventually lead to (increasing or decreasing] returns. 
 
4. If one moves along the PPF curve from left to right, the slope becomes 
(larger or smaller)?  
 
5. The MCLux (increases or decreases) as we move anti-clockwise along the 
PPF. 
 
6. What explain the concave shape of the production possibility curve?  
 
 
 
4.2 Assume the following figure that indicates a perfect competitive case for economic efficiency. Ring 
the correct options in the paragraph that follows.      (6) 
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Under perfect competitive conditions the marginal rates of substitution for the two products [should be 
equal or could differ]. The MRPT between any two goods [will not necessarily be the same or will be 
the same]. A firm will produce where [MC = PF/P or MR = PF/P]. Thus for all firms [MCNEC/MCLUX = 
PLUX/PNEC or MCLUX/MCNEC = PLUX/PNEC]. At tangency CC disequilibrium will prevail because [PLUX is too 
high and PNEC is too low or PNEC is too high and PLUX is too low]. Also, [excess demand for luxuries 
and excess supply of necessities or an excess demand for necessities or excess supply of 
luxuries] will prevail. In a perfect competitive market [PLUX will decrease and PNEC will increase or 
PLUX will increase and PNEC will decrease]. The slope of the tangency C*C* will be (steeper or flatter) 
because the [marginal cost ratio or price ratio] of the two products [increases or decreases]. In this 
case the consumers will respond by [buying more necessities or buying more luxuries] and [the 
production of luxuries should increase and the production of necessities should decrease or the 
production of necessities should increase and the production of luxuries should decrease]. 
 
4.3 Assume two goods are produced namely Soap (S) and Deodoriser (D). The production of Soap 
does not produce any externalities but the production of Deodoriser causes chemical gasses that need 
to be released in the air. These gasses have a negative impact on the environment as well as on the 
community adjacent to the plant. The manager of the company that produces the Deodoriser wants to 
know whether his reasoning around this matter is correct or incorrect. You need to use an economic 
model (figure) to answer his questions. Measure Soap on the vertical axis and Deodoriser on the 
horizontal axis. Indicate to the manager whether the following statements he makes are correct or 
incorrect.          (3) 
 
Statement Correct Incorrect 
1. MCS = SMCS and MCD ≠SMCD   
2.The marginal rate of product transformation or RPT = MCD/MCS and is 
larger than the social rate of product transformation which is indicated by 
SRPT = SMCD/SMCS 
  
3. In spite of the externalities produced by the production of the Deodoriser, 
the perfect competitive price system will still generate an efficient allocation. 
  
4. Economic agents like the manager only pay attention to the private rates of 
transformation and substitution in their decisions and not to the social rates of 
transformation and substitution.  
  
5. Assume an environmental tax is levied on the chemical plant. All the costs 
of the tax will have to be beared by the company.  
  
6. The environmental tax will cause the price of the Deodorant to increase and 
the company will take the opportunity to increase the supply. 
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Question 5: Strategic firm behaviour                                                                                          [30] 
 
5.1 Assume the following figure and answer the questions that follow.                                           (7) 
 
 
 
Task Answer 
Does iso-profit ΠA1 indicate a higher or lower profit 
position for firm A when compared to iso-profit 
ΠA2? 
 
Indicate the Cournot solution.  
Which firm is the sophisticated leader at point b?  
Explain briefly the profit positions of the two firms 
when firm B is the sophisticated leader. 
 
 
 
 
 
Explain briefly how the contraction curve EE” is 
derived. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Explain briefly why point g will result in greater 
industry profits and not point d. 
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5.2 Answer the following questions that relates to the  policy variables in the derivation of the growth-in-
market-demand function.                                                                                                                 (7) 
 
Question Answer 
Explain briefly the difference between 
differentiated diversification and imitative 
diversification. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Indicate the independant variables on which the 
proportion of successful new products (snp) 
depends. 
  
Briefly explain the link between snp and marketing 
expenses (M) and research & development (R&D) 
expenditure. 
 
 
 
 
 
What is the link between the profit margin (pm) 
and M and R&D? 
 
 
 
 
Fill-in the missing words. Growth in demand (gd) is 
.... correlated with the rate of diversification (dr), 
gd increases at ....rate as dr increases. 
 
State the final growth-in-demand function.  
 
5.3 Assume the following figure and answer the questions in the table below.                                (7) 
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Question Answer 
Explain briefly on what basis price is determined in 
this figure (refer specifically to the setting of the 
subjective price). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Assume that there are high financial and brand 
name constraints to enter into this market. Are the 
barriers to entry strong or weak? What would the 
final price then be according to the figure?  
 
Assume an increase in corporate tax. Will it affect 
average fixed cost or average variable cost? What 
is the magnitude of this higher tax on the final 
price?  
 
Assume the following information: The firm 
expects to sell 200 units during the following 
week. Fixed cost is R4000 and total variable cost 
is estimated at 4Q + 0.05Q2 and the mark-up 
margin is 400%. What is the subjective price? 
(Show all your calculations) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.4 Assume the following figure and answer the questions that follow.                                               (5) 
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Question Answer 
Is it correct to state that the quantity of the intermediary product 
that the production division will produce is based on the 
equilibrium principle MCM = PT? 
 
Is the external demand for the intermediate product perfect 
inelastic or perfect elastic?  
 
What is the internal demand for the intermediate product?  
If there was not an external demand for the intermediate product, 
would the transfer price then be smaller, the same or higher than 
PT (in the figure)?   
 
Is there scope for the production division to sell extra units of the 
intermediate product to the external market? 
 
What will happen to the units of the intermediate product available 
to the external market if the external price of the intermediate 
product should decrease? 
 
 
5.5 Assume that the aim of the firm is to set price in such a manner that it maximises sales revenue in 
present value. Assume the following figure and answer the questions that follow.                         (4) 
 
 
 
Briefly explain how the required current sales level 
and the required growth in sales are determined.  
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